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House Resolution 404

By: Representative Harden of the 148th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Miss Carol Anne Mitchell, 2013 Georgia Watermelon Queen;1

and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Miss Carol Anne Mitchell was selected as the 2013 Georgia Watermelon Queen3

by the Georgia Watermelon Association, and in Miss Mitchell, the association has found a4

deserving queen and a talented, beautiful, and accomplished young woman; and5

WHEREAS, Miss Mitchell is a student at the University of Georgia where she is majoring6

in marketing and accounting; and7

WHEREAS, as Georgia Watermelon Queen, Miss Mitchell is the official spokesperson for8

the Georgia Watermelon Association, and she will make many appearances across the state9

in 2013 on behalf of Georgia's watermelon industry as the public relations representative for10

the State of Georgia; and11

WHEREAS, Miss Mitchell works in a part-time administrative co-op position at Trinity12

Accounting Group; and13

WHEREAS, Miss Mitchell has earned a certificate in music business and a certificate of14

personal and organizational leadership and serves as the Vice President of Sigma Alpha15

Lambda; and16

WHEREAS, her hobbies include going to concerts, playing the piano, singing, running,17

tennis, snow skiing, water sports, and spending time with family; and18

WHEREAS, with her poise, beauty, and intelligence, Miss Mitchell is sure to be an19

exemplary representative of agriculture and the watermelon industry in Georgia.20
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that21

the members of this body commend Miss Carol Anne Mitchell on her selection as the 201322

Georgia Watermelon Queen and for her many achievements and outstanding representation23

of the State of Georgia and its agricultural heritage.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized25

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Miss Carol Anne Mitchell.26


